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PttopiQ who, are graduating
in May and want help in
finding a job should _register
with the Ca.reer Services
Center on the second floor of
Mesa Vista l:fall (south).

Economics Dept:HigherGrades
Termed A ~Matter of Survival~·
.
.

~

By DIANE ROSS
percentage of As
anq 'Bs at the qndergraduate level
in economics department is a
matter o( survival, $aid Gerald J.
Boyle, chairman of economics,
Two other departments,
biology and philosophy, saw slight
shifts upward in contr~t to the
trend of declining _grades but
neither chairman felt the changes
were significant.
Economics had a definite
reason.
"A department can't have
technical subject matter, . tough
ga.-aders and still survive in the
system," Boyle sa.id.
.

A

Ph9to by Rick WUson

Economics Department Chairman Gerald J. Boyle ·

clim~ing

English Program flelps-Stf!dents
.
.
Who Don't Have ~sasic Training~
.

. The main concern of the literatute, with a continued Wollman) that all first-year
Freshman English Program ·is how emphasis on clear, organized courses should be a process of
to serve incoming freshmen·who writing. 102 is often the only weeding people out," said a TA
do not understand grammar, have humanities course' some college who asked not to be named.
never written papers before an~ students take.
Remedial Program
have not been prep~tred for college
Since the University adopted an
' ' If y 0 u . h ave an o p c n
level English in high school.
open admissions policy in 1970, admissions policy, a full-fledged
"Our basic problem _is not that st,udents with. wide ranjJe~ · or remedial program is neede~."' said
;le'6ple -are • dumb,"!: said~ 'Bob ~abilities . aa1d• 'Skills ate grou}l~cf T A Jerry FJeming.~ University
Sattelmeyer, a freshman English into the same English 101 College offers a·n English Tutorial
teaching assistant ·(TA). "They classrooms.
' prot,1l'am that can serve 150 to 170
aren't geLting the 'right basic
"Some TA's have felt in a vise students a semester; but the need
training." .
because of open admissions," said is· overwhelming. Approximately
2800 Students
Carole ee, . another, TA•. "W~at 680 students need remedial work 1
Freshman English teaches the Umverstty wont do wath according to ACT standards.
A few , ()ther programs .are
approximately 2800 students each admission requirements, they .
..available, but are also limite(J.
,,
semester, w~th 56 teaching expect us to do wjth grades.
"Instead of flunking them; wa · Last semester, discussion came
· assistant$ htmdling two sections of
25 students. English 101 feel we have a moral oblig~tion to up ·about intr()ducing. an English
concen\tra tes on composition, give them the best instruction 100• a sort of remedial English. It
writit:tg techniques and they call get. This course is a is still in the suggestion stage, with
constructing organized essays.
''There's a Ceeli~g filtering .some question ·over credit
English 102 is an introduction
to
down
from the dean (Nathaniel awarded or type of work involved.
r
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High Cost

1
l
I

r
Photo by Michael Gahdert

They Shoot Horses, Donlt They?
11

Dance for those who can;t" itwas called, and dance they did.
From the beginnfng Friday night until early Sunday morning
(with a short break) a number of couples proved that the dance

marathon ls alive and weJJ·ln, the . depression-torn seventies.
The rn~ney collected from t#J~· dance will. be used to lig~t
mUScular dystrl!phy• .
' ~

-··. .
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.' .

;,-__ ,

Stud«lnts av<>id taking hard e~cited about,11 Boyl~ said, "We
courses for electives, Boyle said, went from. way belbW the average
and consequently; the number of to slightly ~\bove the average.
student!; enrolled in economics There's a penaltY for being
courses declined when the tough-fisted."
University was growing.
huite ad <> r I ooking at the
Since the size of each quantity a department produces,
department's faculty is Boyle said the adminis~ration
determined by the number of
look at the quality. '~But
stUdent credit hours the · should
tbe
administration
bother
department attracts, economics with that question •.,doesn.'t
'
lost .two full-time faculty
' Ec()nomics got the hlghest
positions.
.
mark
in the comp!lrative
''Tbe people who teach the
intra course have eased up so we evaluati()n of graduate school
don't drive students away,'' Boyle programs, Boyle said.
said. 14 0therwise, you lose your
Over ' the past two or three
faculty."
·
years, the department has tried to
1n fall semester 7 3·7 4, , the respond to student's interest!!. by
percentage of As and B!! at the introducing courses in radical and
lower divi~ion wa~ 38.7 per cent, · conservative economics,
compared to an average of 44.1 environmental · economics and n
per cent for the College of Arts new course in ferninism and
and Sciences.
economics,
Last fall's percentage of As and
Clifford Crawford, chairman of
Bs was 44.4 per cent, compared to
biology,.
said his department
an Arts and Sciences average of
grades
realistically.
Since the type
40.7 }Jer cent at the lower division
of courses and students vary from
level,
to year, grades are bound to
At all levels. the comparison is year
fluctuate.
46.8 per cent .. lu and Bs · for
economics td 44.5 per cent for
Paul Schmidt, chairman of
the college.
philosophy said the b'l'ading issue
'"I don't see anything to get is a "tempest in a teapot."

.

8CMC EmplOyes,
To Vote On·Unioil.

. .

The high cost· or individual
attentibn is the obstacle to a
widespread remedial program.
The Freshman English Prbgram
has its own problem with cost.
When the whole University
experienced major cutbacks in
staff and budget,. tlie Fresh mart
English Program lost ten and a.
half teaching .assistants.
"The reason at that time was a
drop in enrollment." said Josoeph
Zavadil~ chairri1an of the English
department. "But the figures
justified a ~ut or about six
positions. Now .entolhnent is
going up again. We had enough
students for nine more 101
sections over a year ago.'' '
Several part·tirne temporary
instructors were added to cope
. with the ittcreases. But there was
no way or knowing how many
· wer'e closed out of the course and
how gr~at the demand .truly is,
Zavadil said. En roll merit: in
treshtnan English is up 11.7 per
cent fm· the year.
. Tension over the. questiort or .
innated grading in the College of
Arts and Sciertces had its effects
on freshman English; although
th<>se effects varied.
"There's· always a fear of how
to justifY y()urself to the dean,,;
sa'.tl thE! anonymous •rA. "Since
TAs are on a -one·year contract,
it's 1iery possible they c()Uld deny
· (~dntinued
on page 8)
,-..
· .. .: ....
'
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By SARAH SEIDMAN The Bernalillo C<>Unty Medical Center (BCMC) employes will ·
decide in secret balloting by
Tuesday whether to be
represented .bY the BCMC
Employes Association in
a f.filiation with the Carpenters
Union.
.About 550 workersmaintettance per.sonnel, nursing
aides and technici!lns, secretaries,
central supply workers and work
c I e rk s-a r e cur r en tl y.
non·urti<>nized. They are W()rking
under contract with UNM to run
the hospital, but they receive few
Univeristy or county commission
benefits (the two major
' authorities of the medical
facility).
.
"We . have enough support to
win the election, I'm very
confident that (the new BCMC
union) will wirt," said Marvin
Montoya, a UCMC worker, UNM
student and notninl'!e for president
PhoLo by Rick Wilson
of the new union.
MClrvin Montoya
State hqspital workers asked t<>
. joitt lhe Carpenters Unionfs
10 1 000 .members three and one-half years ago and. gained
membership recently. They would like t<> see the county hospital
workers unionize "so that all hospital employes can stand together," ,
a Carpertters Union representative said.
·.. . . . . . ·. ·
BCMC nul'sittg. aide Dennis .Allen said, "I'm glad the Carpenters
Union was there" to help affiliate with the new union. The CU
spokesman said the organizati<>n WO\!Id do all it could to make a
.
.. . .
strottg local at BCMC.
"The CU has been and will be a tremendous help to· our
.organization, but we will stilt make our own . decisions/' Montoya
said. Some people assume that lhe Employes Association, by its
alliance must be subservient to the CU, but Montoya said the
irtterpr~tation is hot true. 1'They
be advisingand suppdrting us,
but we 1ll be running our own shbw.H . .. . . · ·
·
..
. . . .
Current base pay ranges from $2.25·$2.34 an hof!r for some 300
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Navajo Instruction Program

Classroom To Airplane

Mailing Time Rises·
With .Stamp Prices
By. MIKE GAL.LAGHEn,
You have just sent a letter to
mom and dad in Sheboygan
making the monthly ple11 for
funds. You sent the letter air mail
so it will get there faster. Well, it
will not get, there any faster than
if you sent the letter first class.
As the price ·of an air mail
stamp goes up, so does the
amount of Lime it will take to get
there, said John Walley, manager
of UNM's Campus Mail.
The postmaster General's office
has said the price of an air mail
stamp will go up before the ye11r is
out. He did not say if the service
will'get any worse..
The Federal Postal System has
also been slowly fading out of the
picture so far as UNM is
concerned. The services of" the
Federal Postal System have been
taken over by' UNM's Campus
Mail.
Campus Mail is funded by UNM
to the tune of $200,000 al.td
hattdles over 10,000 pieces of
out:going mail a da)l, said Walley.
UNM's inail system processes 90 ·
per cent of all the mail delivered
toUNM.
"The federal sys.tem ,has very
·little to do with this cim'ipus; it all
comes through here: We ha~tdle all
the department mail, University

COPIES

5¢

presses mail. They just sort it
downtown," Walley said.
None. of the Campus Mail's 13
employes belong to a union. Only
two of the· Campus Mail's
employes are students who work
part-time.
The Cl!mpus · Mail does not
hl!ndle regular mail and will not
process student letters unless they
are stamped: "We don't offer any
window services here," said
Walle.y. "Sometimes we will weigh
11 package for a student but in this
sense we are not a regular post
office.''
Stamps, money ·orders; and
insurance on letters and packages
are among .the services not
offered by the Campus Mail.
The Campus Mail is run for the
service of the administration and
the diiferent departments on
·campus and iiot for the student
population. Dormitory students
use facili ti~s in the dorms to mail
tlteir letters.
'rhe only service the Federal
Postal System does provide is a six
months check on the amount of
mail handled by the Campus Mail
office Walley said.
If you want to get your letters
to mom and dad quick!~. send
them first. class, ii is three cents
cheaper and most first class mail
will be sent by commercial airliner
to most cities in the continental
United States.
··

By L. E. NEWCOMB
A pro~,rram designed to train
more Navajos to instruct their
own children has instructors from
[he UNM College of Education
stepping out of their classrooms
and into an airplane.
Once a week, UNM instructors
boatd. a plane and commute to
semi-isolated Navajo communities.
The Navajo 'reacher E(lucation
Development Project (N'rEDP),
designed 11nd contracted to UNM
by the Nav11jo Division of
Education (NDE) has a goal of
creating lOOO Nav;.jo teachers in
the next five years.
Project Pirector Don Kelly
Sllid, "Currently there are only
200 ~avajos ori a teaching staff of
more than 2,800 throughout the
reservation.
Kelly said the NTEDP stresses
Navajo cultural aspects in its
teaching method.
.
. "We've had older Navajos come
into the classroom 11nd tell our
studcmh the folklore of the
Navajo people," he said.
The students in N'rEDP are all
cuuently holding jobs as
dormitory supervisors,
instructional aids and, in several
cases, as teachers.
The NDE gives its employees
time off with pay to participate ill
the project, yet to do so, some
students have to drivll 60 miles to
reach the instruction site, much of
it on poorly-kept dirt roads.
As the instructor's plane
reached tbe small Navajo
community of 'reec Nos Pos in
northeastern Arizona, the pilot
circled the •,area to signal the
N'avajl:l w:ouitd.crew to bloek off 11
designated section of the highway
for landing.
Th!' UNM faculty members
were then escm·ted to the Bureau·
of Indian Affairs boarding school
where the instruction took place.
The NTEDP junior class has
about forty students wl)o will
graduate with a bachelor's degree
in education i!t ~ay, 1976.
The senior class consists of
about 20' students, scheduled to
graduate this May.

Expressing their views as to otherwise we'd be jumping at each
what their role as teachers will other. I also don't :.ee a complete
mean to the Navajo educational replacement of Anglos. I think it
system, senior students replied 'Yould be a drawba.ck. 'rhe
with frankness,
. c\oss·cultural aspect is very
''When we first gathered, we important to us."
didn't know much about
Kelly explained that a number
educational methods. We've of seniors are working toward a
learned a lot through this project. bilingual minor while others .are
We realize we have to become going to begin work on a masters
professionals in order to succeed.'' degree this summer.
Another student remarked, "As
The day of university
a Navajo child, l was told not to instructors te>1ching strictly from
talk Navajo in the classroom. I their own classroom is slowly
couldn't ask questions because my eroding as the University seeks. to
English was. not very good. As a provide services that are
Navajo teacher., I'll be able to impossible to perform on campus.
communicate between the two
cultures with mY st11dents."
"N11vajo teachers will set a
professional model for students
without disturbing the child's own
values,:• was anoth!lr student
response.
When asked ;.bout Navajo
self·sufficiency in education, a
student replied, "I think
self·sufficiency is a long way off.
We need ideas from outside and
outsiders to.influence us,

Ride The

FILM SPE.CIAL
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is a journey,
.not_a destil]ation."
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505-344-7523.
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3020 Ria Grande NW ·
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NM 87107

News
By United Press International
~:

Shipbuilding Return Urged.
WASHINGTON-A, congressional report r~commended Sunday
that the nation retum to the shipbuilding policiC!s of the 1930s in
order to rescue the Qeclining Navay and set it on the road to
expansion again.
.
.
'rhe House Seapower Committee, which last year held four
months of hearings on shipbuilding, said that industry is
"experiencing serious difficulties" involving manpower shortages,
delays_ and overruns.
It said, a key cause was the· practice of Congress voting
shipbuilding plans only one year at a time which gives the
shipyards no clear cut, long rattge goal they can plan around.

Kidnape!l Workers Released
SHELTON, Conn.-Three workers kidnaped by three men who
claimed responsibility for destroying 11 sponge rubber factory here
in a Saturday night fire were released unharmed early Sunday.
An FBI spokesman said on,e of the three kidnapers. told the
three workers they were from ;m underground revplutionary
group, but the spokesman express!!d doubt about the chiim and
said, "W~t just don't know."
·
.
The guards, handcuffed and blindfolded, were released
unharmed in a wooded area nearby after the explosion. Physical
damage to the plant was estimated at between $6 million and $1.0
million.

Rice Withheld From Civilians ·
PHNOM PENH-The Cambodian government has ordered all
rice carried into Phnom Penh by the American airlift withheld
from starving civilians and given only to the military, a senior
official said Sunday.
The decision Thursday by President Lon Nol meant there was
no relief in sight for starving residents of the besieged capital who
have been unable to obtain provisions since the food markets
closed ..
Social workers confirmed that with the exception of. some
camps run by American volunteers, even penniless refugees in
Phnom Penh were being denied the airlifted American rice. They
said deaths resulting from starvation were increasing daily.

Gestalt Th•!!ra1av
-'":_- ~

Budget priced
and loaded with
premium features.

Bomb Threats Are
~serious Business'
To Police, Residents

World

Kennedy Wants Open Trade
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• WASHINGTON-Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., will
introduce legislation this week to end the U.S. trade and travel
isolation of Cuba, he said Sunday.
"Now with the Secretary of State expressing a willingness to
change that policy, I believe it appropriate to complement his
initiative with legislation to remove the statutory cobwebs on our
current; policy toward Cuba," Kennedy said in a statement.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said Saturday, "The
United States will consider changes in its bihttcral relations with
Cuba and in its regulations" onee the 11-year·old organization of
American states sanctions arc lifted.
"We are prepared to move in a new direction if Cuba will,"
Kissinger said in HQUston.

By JOEL WHITE
Bomb scares at UNM usu;uly
turn out to be hoalleR, but if
you're a University police orficcr
or a dol·mitory · resident, hom b
scares are serious business.
"We treat every bomb threat 'iS
if there is a bomb existing, which
there very well might be," Sgt,
Alex Roybal of the University
Police said. '·'Bomb tlneats are
sometimes called in and a time is
given,-"
..
. There are 29 full-time police
officers at UNM and tl1e majority
of tbem have attended training
classes in explosive ordinance
recognition and procedures.
'''llte last timf,l a device was
actually found was under the old
Air Force ROTC building,"
Roybal said. "If a device is found
and we are unable to handle it,
the Explosive Ordinance Disposal
unit 11t Kirtland .Air Force Base
c11n be called in."
Bomb threats on a dormit.ory
building usually result in the
residents leaving the building,
sometimes in the middle of the
night.
"We'd rather be safe and follow
procedure than to have anyone
injured if a device is actually
existing," Roybal said.
University police officers are
also trained in riot control
procedures, but with only 29
working officers it becomes more
of a tactical than forceful
procedure.
"Riot control is difficult to
manage," Roybal ,said, "h•cause
each situation is different. On
campus we usually deal with
mobs, that is a group where no
one person is leading them. In
these cases we try to let the group

Jf a lal'ge scale dot did develop,
outside assistance could b(•
obtained through the slitlc and
cily police and the National
Guard with the approval of the
Univ<nsity president and the
governor.
Pl11inclothed office1's arc used
discriminately 11t most University
functions.
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FREE CONSULTATION)
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Exclusively By Appointment
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"Our main concern, "Roybal
silid, "is the abilit)' of the officer
to communicate with the PNllle
and not take sides."

7804 Central SE
(Between Wyoming & Central)
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MBA IN A YEAR? ...•
CAN DO ..• Learn in Dallas, a booming
business oriented community, and the SMU
School of Business Administration for one
full-time calendar year of discovery, excite·
ment, learning by doing, and personal development. The School of Business Administration focuses on individualized instruction,
developing entrepreneurial ability, innova·
tive methods of learning, and the distribution of relevant business knowledge among
students, faculty, and the community. For
more information about this unique MBA
program, see the SMU Representative at:

Placement Office
Thursday, March 6
e INNOVATIVE
e ENTREPRENEURIAL
e INTERtHSHIPS

TUNE-UP YOUR· BICYCLE
For $14.95 We'll
INSPECT TIRES AND
INFLATE TO PROPER

ADJUST HEADSET
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Why settle for an ordinary job when you can choose a ·
challenging career? Qualify for a position as . . .

®PIONEER*

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT
ihrough an intensive '12 week course offered by University of San Diego-in cQOperation with The National
Center for Legal Training
·

Specializing in one of the following fields:
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and Wills
Public Service Law
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Open
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simmer down without o'utl·ight
interference."

P.O. Box. 231
DeSales Hall
· Alcala Park
San Diego, Cal. 92t to
or call 7141291-64110 ext. 247
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CT-3131A
Stereo Cassette Deck
All the .important feautres that make expensive tape decks
sound so good are brought together at a surprisingly low
prioe In the CT·3131A. Tape select switch permits use of
chromium dioxide tape lor wide frequency respo.nse and
extended dynamic range. An automatic full-stop mechanism
prevents damage to the tape and undue wear to the ma·
chine. Switchable noise filter. Pause control. Stereo/mono
switch.. Convenient microphone and headphone jacks.
"Permalloy-solid" head design for low distortion and long
life. Pro-style level controls with memory markers for quick
adjustments. Piano-key type operating conlrols.

March is trade-in month.
Get super ~aloe when you up-grade.
We service.what we sell.
7611 ~~~.:..:._..........__.._.......{

... FOR THE
STUDENT WHO'S
BEHIND IN ..•

ALGEBRA ... GERMAN
••. ECONOMICS ... BOTAMY
••. BIOLOGY. .. FRENCH
... ENGLISH ... PHYSICS ... CHEMISTRY
... AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
Great for review ... perfect
to help you catch up fast.
Programmed format kl!eps you
from wasting time ... lets you
concentrate on areas where
you Med1he most help.
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ADJUST
GEARS

SPECIAL OFFER
FOUR BRAKE BLOCKS AND
FOUR CONTROL CABLES FOR
$5.05 REGULARLY $8.00

WHEELS

SPECIAL FEATURE!
REMOVE, CLEAN, LUBRICATE
CHAIN, GEARS AND DERAILLEUR

And Generally Inspect and Adjust Everything Else
To Prepare Your Bicycle For The Season

PEDAL 'N SPOKE

FFS KEYNOTE REVIEWS
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(BY THE ~080)
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Daily Lobo

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions
'

Editori~l

Unusual Situation

-

An unusual circumstance has arisen in the current controverw
over grading policies.
Most departments in the College of Arts and Sciences have a .
decreasing percentage of As and Bs at the undergraduate lev()ls.
The Economics Department has a climbing percentage.
The explanation ftom the chairman of the Economics
Department l,s that it "is a matter of survjval."
The question of survival stems from the simple fact that if the
courses are tougher, then students will not take th.ose courses.
The end result is that there is a smaller number of student credit
·
hours taken and subsequently the loss of faculty members.
Who is to blame for this Catch 22 system of course, facultY,
and student surviv11l at this university?
We believe•the entire system of university funding is to ·blame.
The number of student credit hours is no indication of the
quality of students produced by that department.
The golden word is· handed down from a higher entity that the
more students crammed into a classroom will bring about quality
education.
As the chairman of the Economics Department has also
pointed oUt, we are receiving 'quantity education and not quality
education.
·
·
The chance for a change was in a differential fundif1g formula
that was recently killed by legislators before the ink on the paper
had a chance to dry.
We are also told by one state official that it will take a while
for another formula to be drawn up.
In th!l meantime the entire question of grading policy will
continue to fly back and forth because that first step in the cycle,
funding, is unresolved.
We cannot condemn those who grade tougher or easier, but we
can point the accusing finger at those state officials in Santa Fe
·
who have continued the rness.
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'WE COULD NATiONALIZE IT, OR MAYBE GET SOME ARAB TO BUY IT-BUT WHERE COULD
.
. . Y()U .fiND AN ARAB THAT DUMB?'
.
.
.
. ..

Some Bargain Basement Education
Editor:
,
underpaid so that most really the LOBO) seem to like this
That UNM students are getting first· rate people either never carne situation and think that even the
a bargain basement education is here or are enticed to leave by smallest attempt to change it is
presumably obvious to anyone higher salaries and lower teaching somehow illiberal and reactionary.
who takes the tirne to think about Ioads at other places. In the
I am referring to the spate of
it. The student/faculty ratio is library the lack of books is recent articles and letters in the
much too .high so that classes are exceeded only by the lack of staff' LOBO denouncing any attempt to
overcrowded. The faculty are to shelve the books we do have. impose "higher standards"
1.-r-~='.l:'~~~x:;_;,"~:..>~--n.:?~-J-- '" .~ "Considering the almost total lack · (always in ·quotes"for sorne
of concern for education in the reason) on the university. The
state government, I suppose that actual issue now before the
none of this is very surprising. faculty is whether or not to
What is surprising is that students reinstitute specific high school
(or at least the ones who write to
(Continued .on page 5)
circumstances, was singled out for
censure, and he objected to the
Regents ignoring the FPC findings
as is rnade clear in their etfort to
compel him alone to publicly Editor:
apologize for the events in
I wish to register a complaint against the tactics used by Sigma Chi
question.
fraternity in protecting their parking places. I have occassiona!ly parked
4i M<mn did not say that Mr. at the entrance of their driveway without blocking traffic during the
Heady never responded to his semester. No problem had come up until last week,
offer to work out a joint apology.
Wednesday morning I found the four tires flat and an unsigned note
Mr. Heady's response was placed on the car saying "We warned you something was going to happen to
in evidence. What Mann said was your ·car." The previous week there had been an anonymous ~ote ·
that Mr. Heady refused to work threatenin_g damage if .I continued to park there.
out a joint statement of the sort
!here are no signs in the driveway to indicate that it is private or
Maim proposed.
· restricted parking. Nor did the person{s) choose to use the legal
5) Finally, you do not mention recourse of protesting to the campus police. This is nothing less than
the most complex and possibly vandalism. ·
most· irnportailt point in
I belong to the A.A.A. so getting the tires filled didn't cost. me
contention in relation to tenure: anything. For some other poor victim, this might not be so cheap.
the question of notification. The
·1 have complained to the police but feel this matter should be
faculty handbook states that a brought to the attention of the rest of the campus. This vandalisro
(Continued 011 page 5) · should not be tolerated.
E. Abella

..,,.....,:;.

improper considerations and false
information and is thus a violation
of academic freedom. But you do
explain all the ·administration's
allegations against Mann. The
entire basis of Mann's appeal is
absent from the article.
3) Prof.. Mann did not say that
he "now" feels his remarks at the
faculty meeting of three years ago
were inappropriate. What he said
was that he always agreed that
they were- inappropriate, but that
he sought to have his mistakes
placed in the public record in the
context of the mistake of others,
in·accordance with the findings of
the Faculty Policy Committee in
its report on the incident to the
Regents. The FPC report, which
says that the disturbances arose
from several persons a!1d several

DOONESBURY

Over 400 mostly Navajo employes of the l."nirchild 'J:'rn.nslstor
Company in Shiprock, NM have lost their Jobs indefinitely.
Fairchild executives allllQ\lnced yesterd!IY that the plant will be
closed because of 40 Indian "intruders" of the American Indian
Moveme11t (AIM).
The Indians have bel'n occupying the plant for .the past week.
They are demanding reinstatement of 140 Navajos who we1·e laid
oU by Fail·child.
'
·
In addition, the Navajos m·e asking the Navajo Tribal Council
to request the Justice Department to investigate Fairchild's
allell,ed misuse of federal on Uw iob training funds.
·
Lo1·enzo Levaldo, spokesman for the Indians, said the Indians
will not leave the plant unW their demands are met.
.
Yesterday two newsme11 from KGGM·TV in Albuquerque were
beaten by about !!5 Navaio. Indian men camped outside the
Fairchild gates.
Negotialio!ls between the AIM and the Navajo 'l'ribal Council
continued into the eve11ing but no official word wa~ received ~s to
the position of the Council.

Doesn't Predetermine
(Co111inucd {rom page 1)

·professor on probationary status
can assume he has tenure if he is
not notified in writing of
inadequacies in his performance at
the tirne of midway evaluation.
There was substantial testimony
that Ma.nn never received such
notification. and this claim wns
not disputed. What the hearing
panel rnust decide is tirst whether
there was in fact a c~iolation of
stated policy, and second whether
the administration can proceed to
terminate someone when this
req uirernent has not been rnet if
there is a violation. Prof.

Goodman of the AAUP argued administrators serving under hirn
that the notification requirement fail to give the required notice.
is essential to the protection· of
a.cadernic freedom. The
Mann <Jrgued that if the
administration arg\led that the administration can by-pass the
requirement is expendable if notification requirement, then
officials serving under the every non-tenured professor wi 11
acadernlc vice·pte;ident fail l<.l give the required notice.
be compelled to avoid innovative
Mann, as well as the
practices that might be
con trover sial. Mr. Travelstead adrnin istrators directly over hirn,
argued that the administration contend that no notification was
cannot be constrained from given because while t here was.
termination of someone whose • deviation frorn the norm there
practices deviate too for from the was not clear violation of stated
established norms merely because policy.

Bargain Education

Mann Doesn't. Predetermine A's
By BARBARA PETERSON
I would like to corr~ct some
errors in the report in Monday's
Lobo on the tenure hearing of
professor John Mann; I was
present at most of the hearing. ·
1) One of .the main things Mann
was trying to show was that he
does not give blanket A's. Vet
your headline and your text made
the assumption that he does,
thereby making the
administration's case on this
crucial issue. Mann took great
paints to show, both through hi>
own testimony and that of
witnesses, that he never
guaranteed unconditionally any
particular grade to any student
prior: to the completion of what
he regarded as appropriate work.
The "Faculty Handbook" clearly
prohibits predetermined A's, but
does not pr~lude a · professor
from concluding that all the
students in a course have in fact
earned an "A" according to a
standard set by the professor. The
article leaves the irnpressiof! that
Mann argued that it was alright
for him to violate policy, whereas
in fact he argued that he did not
violate policy as specified in the
faculty harid~ook,
2) Nowhere in the article do
you lay out the main basis. of
Mann's app!!'al to the AFTC. You
·do not cite or refer to the
allegation~ by Mann that his
denial of tenure was based on

Fairchild Plant Closes

Beware of Vandalism·

by Garry Trudeau
liE IS

liXPECWO
TO 'MAJOR
IN FRENCH.

1

(Continued from page 4)
university level courses.
subject matter requirements on
Without going into the details
incoming students. The argument of the various arguments given
in favor of doing this is .simple and against specific subject matter
obvious. If students are allowed to requirements and other forms of
enter the university without basic higher .standards at UNM, it seems
preparation in math, languages, to me thatthey very often involve
science, ·etc. then no matter how a forrn of unconscious racism. It is
intelligent and motivated they are, said that higher standards are
they will have to rnake up these "undemocratic" or "reactionary"
basic subjects before they can do or "a step backwards" or the like
any kind of serious, university on the grounds that they will
level work. At a university such as ·prevent the poor, blacks,
UNM where resources (such as chicanos, native Americans, etc.
faculty tirne, roorn space, etc.) are from getting through (or into) the
already spread very thin, it is university. This of course assumes
outrageously wasteful to have to that these minorities are less able
use these resources to teach to meet high standards than are
students basic subjects they could rich anglos, i.e. to put it bluntly,
have gotten before they carne to the assumption is that these
. , t!le tin(versi~~ ...1/Vha.t it rne;~ns, is rninoritjes are l!!SS, intelligept in
that more advanced, university general than the white majoritY.
level subjects rnust be skimped on. Not only is there no evidence for
If UNM ,had enough money to this that I know of but it seems a
hire extra teachers to teach high very odd assumption to find being
school level subjects to entering made by people who seem· to
students who needed them then think of themselves as taking the
perhaps subject matter liberal side of the argument.
requirements for entering studentswould be less important. But in
fact U NM doesn't even have
Sincerely,
enough money to do well what it
G. F. Schueler
·is supposed to be doing, teaching
Asst. Prof. of Philosophy

.NTION!
Athletes and others with athletes foot.
If our examination confirms you have a fungus
infection of the skin of your feet you can:
1) Advance'Medical knowledge
2) Get rid of your infection (maybe)
3) Earn $120.00
The division of Dermatology of UNM School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with Dermatophy·
to sis of the feet (athletes foot) to help t~st the .
effectiveness of a new proven save Antifungal
powder.
For a free examination to determine if you
qualify report to the UNM Student Health Center
between 9am- 12 noon; Saturday, March 1st and
March 8th,
· For further information call: Dr. Smith or
Mrs. Griggs at 265-4411 ext. 2435.

1\

ARE YOU
BEHIND IN YOUR
READING?
WORRIED ABOUT ALL THE READING YOU'VE
PUT OFF? FINALS START IN ONLY 5·WEEKSI
THERE'S STILL TIME TO MAKE IT-IF YOU''

DO SOMETHING .ABOUT IT--TO~NIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

'

'

·

•

•

I

I

I

I'

DON'T KEEP PUTT.ING IT OFF!
The load will only gei worse, and the time
shorter. Do something abqut the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half·a·million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor, You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.

Room 231E
Student Union Building
UNMCampus

~ ·Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call266-7322 for Information/Student Plan
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Po.Ycheck PloysTown;
Signs Cowboy Boot
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(Photos by Cathy Wan~k)

m.··l·me Tr. oupe E.x.ceIs

Robe;t Griffard (dark clothing) and Claude Kipnis (in white) ate C<JUght twice·over in the midst of mime.

By JOEL WHITE
and MICHAEL LAUGHLIN
Parts of the body are in inverse
proportion to the degre.e or
emphasis or importance of an
action. That's just a small segl\'lellt
of the philosophy on mime
expounded by Claude Kipnis,
master of mime, whose mime
troupe performed before a
fascinated audience at Popejoy
,Hall on Saturday night.
.
The program was entitled
''Opus Blue.,. Is Pink" and
consisted of four ske.tches by the
company alld two solo
performances by Claude Kipnis.
The sketches were topics of
social expression in a~cas wftich
ranged from a dehumanized body
to alcoholism to a fantasy on
sl).ace travel.
Mime is a silent .art without
props or speech. And, like a
foreign language opera, a careful
reading of the t~;~pic descriptions
in the program prior to each
performance is a necessity. But
that is where the similarity ends.
Under the philosophy of Mr.
Kipnis, a student of Marcel
Marceau, the technique of mime is
brought somewhere between an
off ·dallCe, off-theater manner.
Coupled with th~ tcchllique is the

S.O.S. Talk
At Library

The Library Lecture Series
spollsored by the Friends of the
UNM Libraries continues tonight,
7:30, with an unusual lecture on a
common expressicm-"A Legal,
Historical, Social and Linguistic
Review of the Expression S.O.B."
Saul Cohen, noted Santa Fe
I awyer, book collector, writer,
raconteur and Greek folk dance
illstructor, will deliver his talk in
the Allderson Room of
Zimmerman Library.
Capacity of the Anderson
Room is limited so earJ:Y arrival is
recommended. The lecture is open
to the public free of charge.
Information ~n l"riends of the
UNM Librari<!S membership which
include UNM Library borrowhtg
privileges will be available at the
lecture.
·

..

all important belief of the mime
in his own actions; through this,
the belief of the audience is
enhanced.
With Kipnis, sound and music
play· an important role in the
performance portraying the

[1'~11
__.....,
~..

choreographic part ofmime. This
character was prevalent in the
slcctches entitled, "The Crowd,"
"Point of View" and hl "The
Miraculous Mandarin." In . Ute
Mandarin skcl.ch, choreography in
fact became the most important
aspect presented,
In "Point of View," a sketch
where a wa~r memorial ~comes alive
and re-enacts its views, and in
"The Crowd," a sketch depicting
the mechallization of the human
body, sound is utilized not only
to aid belief and setting, but in
some cases as legitimate sound
effects.
Mr. Kipnis' solo performances
in "The Party" and "The Bottle,"
both done without sound, music
or props, were in themselves
worth the price of the ticket.
In "The Party,'' Mr. Kipnis,
through physical agility and
intricate movements, portrayed a
most believable sketch about a
young man preparing for,
attending and leaving a party.
Young man, . props and party
crowd were all portrayed by the
mime talents of Kipnis.
But the most. socially expressive
s ketch was, ''The Bottle," a
mostly humorous portrayal of a
man ill the midst of alcoholism,
who by spending his life in a
bottle, .literally finds himself in

onJt~h~~n;,el~~~·c~~~~r<if~Etds.the

George Jones show in 1965 and
recorded on several different
labels with only moderate success.
In 1971 he signed with his current
label and he has been on the
Billboard charts continuously ever
since. To date, Johnny has had 11
hits in a row, and his new release
is rising on the charts so fast, he
will probably have an even dozen.
Paycheck says that his producer.
Billy Sherrill, "is the key to my
success."
Paycheck's band is named the
Lovemakers after one of his
biggest songs, "Mr. Lovemaker."
lt was hard to tell if the
Lovemakers were a country band
or a top 40 band in cowboy suits.
The band features a trumpet, a
fact that has brought Paycheck a
Jot of criticism. Johnny says fue
horn makes his band ''more
Coulltry" and he believes it adds a
fuller sound, stipula~illg "why

.
Robert Griffard (who will be
starting his own mime theater
shortly), Kate Hibshman, Rita
Nachtmanll, Jay Natelle, Christina
Swing and Tom Carofalo (stage
manager).
· In a lecture/demonstratioll
given by Mr. Kipllis .in Rodey
Theater Oil Thursday, he said that
the technique of mime he
employs is a total art which stands
equal with dance and theater. Mr.·
Kipnis was provell right by the
continual applause for his troupe's
Saturday night pl,!rformance,
Upcoming at Popejoy on
Tuesday, March 4th is ''The
Hungarian Folk Ballet," with a
company of 60, the last program
in the Cultural Program Series
regular schedule for this semester.
On March 13th, at Rodey
Theater, the Theater Arts presents
their production of Cole Porter's
m u sica!, '' Anythillg Goes'' should you settle for less?"
directed by Clayton Karkosh,
Johnny was tense. He is short

~P~ro~~~e~ss~o~r~o=f~T~h~c=a=t=er~~~u=·~=-~~-w•i•t•h~broa~d~~~~!~~~~~

Prescript'ions filled ,
Lenses replac:J.'

cheel<s and a st'Ubby mustache.
On, the Caravan stage he wore a
pink. suit with "J.P." in raised
cowhide on the pants leg. His
westem boots were so pointed
that you could probably fill the
tops with medicine and use them
as hypodedermic needles. He s~ng
with conviction.
Johnny was in on the formative
stages of the new Association Of
Co'Untry Entertainers (ACE). He
says. that the idea of ACE
appealed to him because
''everybody is organi~ed except
the artists,'' He say.s that
differences with the Country
Music Association only pointed
out how helpless the entertainers
are without being organized.
Johnny .Paycheck says he plans
to continue writing songs and
traveling with .his big bus with the
-name on the .side. There will come
a time, if he keeps on keeping on,
when Nashville will be in no
position to deny him all the
awards. His fans appreciate him,
as evidenced by one girl who
walked up to the stage and had
Johnny sign her cowboy boot.
That is devotion.

00 YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10

a week

donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLAS
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
'

Tuesday--Saturday

,,
,

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE
1307 CENTRAL NE

ByJO LOPEZ
Brigham Young took an early
lead Friday and kept it to run
away with the 13th annual
We$tern A thl lltic Conference
wrestling championships: It was
the ninth WAC title for lhe
Cougar powerhouse, last year's.
runner-up in the competition.
Host school, UNM, could not
manage more than last place, but
the Lobos will send two WAO

VILI c\GC \VOOU
the fibercraft store on San Felipe In Old

•
with Kysar defeating Goodier in
the Mountain Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association Tournament
and Goodier decisioning Kysar itt
a home dual meet.
Goodier was emotionally shook
up when Kysa1· was burt in the
first period of the mai<;:h. When
Kysar could wrestle agail\,
Goodier seemed reluctant, but the
Lobo went ahead 1·0 in the

Sports

Photo by Dan Herrera

Dave Goodier (top) was .the only wrestler from the last place Lobos to
make it into the finals. He lost, 6-1, to Wyoming's Jim Kysar.

Lobos Get By BYU;
Avoid Losing Season
It took a road trip to do it, but the UNM basketball team finally
assured itself a non-losing season for the 13th year in a row by
knocking off Brigham Young 77·72 ill overtime, Frid!!Y night in
Provo, Utah. It then failed to ice a winning season by getting
trounced by Utah 93·76, Saturday afternoon in Salt Lake City.
The Lobos are now 13·12 on the year and close out the 1975
campaign Saturday when they play UTEP in El Paso.
Arizona State clipched the WAC crown Saturday by defeating
''"Coi'Orft<fo Stlile~while~UTEP was losing lo BYU. Friday night U'l'EP
knocked off Utah on the road to keep its hopes alive, but the Miners
couldn't manage a win over the weaker Cougars.
The Lobos led BYU ·bY as much as ten points in the second half,
but a tlrree point play by Mark Handy with 48 seconds left sent the
game into overtime. UNM had a good chance of winning. the game in
regulation play when Dan Davis was fouled in the act of sliooting,
but the official timekeeper said the foul occurred after time had
expired,
Coach Norm Ellenberger started an all-senior lineup for the
second week in a. row with both Bill Hagins and Paul Kruse playing
together.
Utah had no trouble racking up simple basket after easY basket
and raced into an early lead before winning by the 17 point margin.
Dan Davis scored 17 points against the Utes. Hagins pumped in 26
against the Cougars.

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

•

Present

THE HUNGARIAN
FOLK BALLET
and

Af'iTIQUES
* New Shipment *·
Quilts • Clothes •. Art Deco
Photographs • Stained Glass
Wicker and Oak Furniture
Accessories
256-7103
.3409 Central NE
...._ .. _..,,.., ,. __ .....
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GYPSY ORCHESTRA
.

Tuesday,
March 4-8:15
pm
.
.
Tickets $6.50, $6.00, $5.50,
$4.50, $3.50
UNM Students lh Price
TeL 277-3121

Wedding Sets
All rings
Remounts
Free Bride Book with
each wedding set.
Expert watch &
Jewelry Repair

Foot Hills Shopping Center
Menaul and Juan Tabo NE

Who said you can't
take it with you!

The Cultural Program Committee

fFil

takl11g a 41 point lead after the
first day,
Wyoming was in fourth place
Friday 11ight, but came bacll.
stwng to easily cliltch second
pluce on Saturday. 'UNM coach
R011 Jacobsen called it "a htrcat
team effort" on Wyoming's t>at't,
The Cowboys' 1~0-pound chump,
Kysat·, and Jody Sloan, the 1974
158·pound WAC chump, were the
only titlist.s for Wyoming, but the
team lHtd six third place finishers.
Last year's WAC chnmpioll
team, Colorado State, had only
one WAC champion in
118-pounder Steve .Pivac. Pivac
took an exciting match
decisioning Utah's Bruce Geim·,
6·3, The match moved CSU ahead
of the Utes giving the Rams a
third place finish. Ul<ah had led
CSU by half a point before Pivuc's

second period. Kysar came back
jn the third period, a.lmost pinning
Goodier at one point, but he had
to settle for the 6·1 decision.
UNM's 1974 heavyweight WAC
champ, Miltoll Seals, was
decisioned in the semi-finals by win~
BYU's Gary Peterson. Seals had
Jacobsen was disappointed in
pr01viously lost to Peterson in tl1c his team's performance, but he
Mountain llltercoll egiate said he felt his· team was "still
Tournament during January. young," und the 011ly seniors,
Peterson went on to win the Seals and Goodier, will be going
Heavy weight title decisioning to the NCAA Championships.
favored Ari~ona State's Mark March 13·15 are dates for the
Cole, 10·4. Seals took thirdin the NCAA event to be held ;tt
heavyweight pinning Mike Princeton. The fir.st three J>lncers
Engwall of Arizona in 4:50. Both of each division advance to the
Engwall and Seals went into the Nationals.
tourney with 14·3·0 individual
Final team standings in the
WAC Wrestli1tg
records,
Besides Peterson, BYU's
Championships: h Brigham
strength lay in their 1974 150·lb.
Young, 134. 2. Wyoming, 96.
champ, Dennis Whimpey, a11d
·a. Colorado State, 64. 4. Utah,
1973 158-Jb, champ, Mark
60%. 5. Arizona Stale, 57'h. 6.
Hansen. Whimpey took the
Arizona, 51. 7. New Mexico,
158·pound title decisioning Utah's
33.
Jeff Savage, 14·1.
Hansen, who was named the
outstanding wrestler by the
coaches, pinned Colorado State!s
Lonnie Seufer in 7109 for the 167
weight title. Seufer was the 197 4
167-lb. WAC Champ and joined
UNM's Seals in the defeated
defending champs ranks. Scufer
was a freshman when l1e won the
1974 title. No freshmen won titles
this year.
The Sanderson brothers also
provided BYU with some points.
Mark wrestled to the 134-lb. title
while brother Steve could manage
only the runner·Up position in the
142-weight division. The Cougar's
other champion was Paul Fehlbetg
in the 126·pound class.
The real fight in the team
competition was for second and
third place as BYU was
unthreatened from the beginning

.__ _ _ _• AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

"Opus Blue • , • Is Pink" was
created by dlaude Kipnis. His
company consists of Ooug

a new, large shipment of
5 different weights.
-5 plies plus rovings.

players to the NCAA
Ch!1mpionships.
UNM's Oave Goodier was the
only Lobo to make it to the finals
of the two·day event, but the
190-poundel' failed to repeat his
WAC championship of 1973
(although that was in the 1 77·1h.
division). Goodier lost a 6·1
decision to Wyoming's Jim Kysar,
Kysar and Goodier had split
matches earlier during the ~cason,
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dUTii $1.401.1
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By JOHN FELDMAN
. Johnny Paycheck missed his
introduction, so he got on stage at
the Caravan five ·minutes late.
During his first set an amplifier
blew cutting off all the power in
the middle of "Orange Blossom
Special.''" Otherwise things ran
smoothly.
Johnny just finished a stint in
Las Vegas, Nevada at the Nugget,
playing to what he called
"standing room only" crowds.
Billed as a young superstar,
Paycheck has been in Country
music for 18 years .
Paycheck began as a songwriter
all(! joined the George Jones show
in. the sixties, fronting for Jones
and singing harmony, Johnlty's
own singing style is quite similar
to Jones' and they are now both

BYU Takes WAC Championship

~·,

Whether it's a business trip, holiday travel or offto school,
the Adler TIPPA is the perfect traveling companion. Less
than three inches high and nine pounds fight, its rugged
construction accepts the rough·
est knocks and still provides
top quality perform a nee.
Available with a wide selection of type styles, the TIPPA
has many of the features
·you look for in a fine portable typewriter.lt's designed
for years and years
of cohtinuous use.

.

. $6900.

rn~

incluuing
·case

.a.•aLIE'II!
TIPPA

Student Discounts
Come in Today tor II Demtmslrat/on - Ellsy terms arranged.

I year warranty on all parts and labor

Duke City Typewriter Ca.
.~·

... 265-8347

1325 Sar~ Mateo 1\J:.e •
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BCMC Employes...

English Program Helps...

CQ

~
~

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

to have .nice bell curves, 11 said Bill
renewal of a contract for someone Baurecht. "But people {TAs) are
·who gives a., lot of N;· and Bs."
up their criteria and
0
"I wouldn't say there is a fear shoring
becoming
more
demanding."
of lo~?ing jobs," said ·Carole Yee.
The union organizers have already drawn up a list of 39 demands
Since
freshman
English is
''It's more a sense of
:>. for change at the medical center; main concerns include wages, more
small
cla!>Ses,
its grading
taught
in
responsibility to prove to the dean
~ and better staffing, job security, and hospital benefits for the
and
approach
is
veey
different
we are doing the job we are being from large lecture courses
~
·
worker's family,
like
asked to do."
0
C)
Psych 101. Grading essays js
If a TA does have a. class of
~'Employes have no say-so 9Q the policies which 'apply to them,
·~
different from grading
unusually good or unusually poor multiple-choice exams.
~
they
have
no
job
security,
and
no
contract
which
has
been
~
students, he or she is eKpected to
negotiated with their approval,'' Montoya said. The new union will
"In those mas..<; courses, you
~ ·sturt a new channel of "two-way communication'' at the hospital, he contac.t the director of the can.'t teach the same way we do,"
z said.
program.
Yee said. ''We give more
00..
Since most grades in freshman individual help."
.
C)
English fall between 2. 2 and 2. 8
Workers plan to tabulate the ballots Tuesday and "approach ttw
~
Fs are rare in most classes
grade. points, Yee does not think because most T As advise their
~ administration to consider immediate contract negotiations"
grading is the main issue.
Wednesday if the union is elected to represent the employes,
students to drop or wait a
· "It's more a tension that semester and enroll in Tutorial.
Montoya said. A formal ballot of officer candidates, chosen by
Wollman might move in and
nominating petitions alrel,ldy in circulation at BCMC, would'al&o be
Statistics from the College of
change the program," Yee said.
voted on in an election.
Arts and Sciences indicate lower
Another TA who wished to
English courses gave 50.1
BCMC would be the first city hospital to unionize its service and ' remain ·anonymous said the division
per
cent
.As and Bs last semester,
clerical staff. ult's a real start, because if we're successful, we give all
freshman English prot,rram feared Actually, the statistics are 47 per
county hospital employes, state·wide, some strength t.o pressure
a direct frontal attack from cent for freshman English, High
their administrations for change," said Montoya. "By our influence
Wollman last semester.
in English Tutorial inflate
on other hospitals, we can help the entire state."
"Nobody is forcing themselves grades
the percentage because Tutorial is

:§

hospital and cl~dcal staffers. AJien, said .the union, if elected, would
ask at least a 70 cent wage hike. "Everybody needs a pay raise," said
Allen.
-

/~

CLAS'SIFIED·
ADVERTISING
Rata: 10~ 11er word per dar with a
,1,00 11er dar minimum chUKe, or 8f
per word 11er dar with a 601 per du
minimum chUKe for adll publlahed ftve
or more conneutlve dan with no
refund.
Term• : Pament muat be made In fuD
prior to lnaertlon of advertl•ement.
Where: Marron Hall, rm. 132

or tw tiiGll

Clualfted Advertltln•
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N;M. 87111

1)

PERSONALS

.

PREGNANT AND NEED JIELP 1 You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.
ttn
AGORA now open 24 hours, 7 da)'ll a
week. Trained volunteers nrc nlwaya
here. NW Corner Mesa Vistn, 277·3013,
3/7
SQUARE DANCE .LESSONS, . singles
elub. 20 weeks, Tuesdays, 7 pm Jllgh·
land High Cafcterlo. Free 11esslons,
Morch 4, 11.
3/11
MAKE lT DIG, Garden Jots, fourth acre,
$60 lor season. lrrbrak'd, protected,
_ eholce. SW area. 1135 Goff SW.
3/6
l,ERCUSSIO~IST AND IJASSIST looking
for .organist to play Emerson, Lake and
Palmer material and others, 242·6267,
3/3
Dave or Albert.
LED ZEPPLIN Is coming to KRST, 92,3.
A Two hour LED ZEPPL1N rockumen•
tnry, exclusivelY on KRST. Tt~ne your
ttn
FM dial to 92,3 ·for details.

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: ·Text Book In Marron llaU 104,
Monday 2/17, Identify & claim Mnrron
Jlall 132.
LOST: PltESCRIPTJON WIRE frame
sunglwes (aviator) 2/24/76 between
Engineering & J Gym, 266·6841 cveoo
ning11,
3/3

3) SERVICES
--~---------------------WATERDEDs-complete
systems starting
nt $69.96. Water Trips, . 3407 Central
tfn
across from Arbles, 268-8465.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST•. IBM Selectric.
Ressonable rrttes with guaranteed nccu•
racy, 298·'7147,
2/'1
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town I Fast. pleasfn~r.

Ncar UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to
171'1 Girard Dlvd NE,
tfo
MEDICAl... & DENTAL SCHOOL APPLI·
CANTS: Pcrhap11 we can help YoU get
accepted, Box 161401 St. Louis, Mo.
63106.
3/3
BELLY .DANCING CLASSES. Albuquerque'!! only belly dancing studio Ia offerIng morning, afternoon .t evening
courses Tuesday thru Saturday. If you
mlased UB IMt time, give us a call, 255·
1967, or atop by 221'1 Lead Ave. SE
between Yale & Jlarvard. TilE Dr.u£
JIAIIERM DELLY DANCING SCIIOOL,
3/7
ROLlO, WORLD'S ONLY yodeling flre
l'ater and dnnelng sword swallower at
Jllppo lee Cream. Feb. 28 & March 1.
.
2/28
EXPERIENCED TYPIST -.- manuscripts,
thl'sls, papers, resumes, etc. liOc per
page, 346·3288.
, 3/3
4) FOR RENT
GARDENS-home growna better, cheaper
-irrigated by owner. 277-6813, 873·1131.
3/31
ONE BEDROOM APT. Two bloeka UNM
$131i month, utilities included. 277•398G
3/7
GOING liOME • • • Rent a Ry1lcr Truck
and move yourself ••• CJIEAP, 766·
1111. 10% off on oneway moves with
this ml and student ID.
3/3
ONE .BEDROOM APARTMENT•. Two
miles campUB. $90 Including utilities.
3/4
766·5319. .
DARNJIART APARTMENTS, 1223 Grand
NE, 1 bedroom close to UNM & hospl..
tats, $126, 842·6660,
3/3

FORSALE

5)

BICYCLES FOR SALE. Larrrest sl'lectlon
at lowest prices on Gltane Liberia,
ZeUB, and twenty other of the world's
finest makC!!. Used bikes from $30, New
bikes from $90, WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Plaee SE, 843·
9378.
tfn
HANDBALL PLAYERS I we now~
handbaJJ gloves, balls, wristbands and
headbands - All at special low pricl!!.
The Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
ttn
CYCLISTS I AVOID the spring ,rushGet your bike ready for the warm
weather now. The Dike Shop, 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100.
ttn
VOLVO .t VOLKSWAGEN WORK, Rea·
sonable prices, Foreign Auto Service,
6121 Gibrton SE, 266·6124. .
tfn

For Take-Out &
Catering Call:
266·2929

r· c·
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A Good Place·
For Friends to
Meet & EatJ
.

'

Deli· City-Where A Hero Is Made Nor
,.'.,.,

·,

WATERDEDS complete systems starting
at $69.96, Water Trips, 3407 Central,
tln
Across from Arbles. 268-8466,
SPORTUAN BEAUTIFUL, $2770: want
artist, etc. Design letterhead, cards. 268·
3063.
8/6
ANTIQUES: New shipment just arrived:
quilts, clothes, art deeo, photograpful,
stained glassf wicker, oak furniture, ac•
CC!IIIorles. S LVER SUNBEAM, 3409
Central NE, 256·7108.
3/13
ENCLOSED SLIDE-IN CAMPER for
LWD pickup, 207·A Cornell SE, •aoo,
281-6128.
3/6
DE FORD FLUTE, excellent condition,
reasonably Priced.· Call 265-6496.
3/4
SWIFT RESEARCH MICROSCOPE. Negotiable, 298-3876.
8/3
OLD LODOS on 11ale for 10c each, Rm •
132, Marron Jlall.
CHARLIE ROMERO. UniQue gold and
diamond wed1Jing rings, 293-6901. li/2
PADDLEDALL PLAYERSl Protect your
eye~ against balls and racquets with our
new eye guard8. Stop by and have a
look. Tho Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE. 842·
, 9100•.~~~----~----------~tf~n
OLD MIRAGES, 1949·1970 $1.0() each,
Room 132, Marron Hall.
·
,
1969 SUZUKI T-125 under 6000 mi., nceeds
11omc work, $180: Crai~t. Stereo - car
Cll1!Bette J)layer, $46; Deleo pushbutton
radio, S30. Day or night, 242-9284. 3/7
1973 VEGA GT-1!xcenent condition. $2000
or best offer. can 266·2629.
3/7
4·CYLINDER TUNE-UP. 'special. $12 &·
parts (SUS add $1i) Peoples Car lm·
port & Domestic Auto Repair, 4747
Isleta SW, VolksWagen Specialists. 8733/7
0626.
JEWELERS: It you need OPALS by
3/7
3/28/76, eall 843·6093 now.
PECOS RIVEit AltEA LOT, surveyed,
stoked $1960 or trade pickup, 298·1i091.
3/3

61 EMPLOYMENT

primarily a voluntary program and
motivation (their grading criteria)
is unusually high.
,
''I was aware that Wollman
wanted lower grades, but there
was no official pressure,'' said
Jerry Fleming.
HThe dean's concern about high
grades comes from a fear that the
value of the degree is inflated,"
Sattelmeyer said. "But the answer
is not to give lower grades, but to
give more attention to people
with low skills. 11
Today is the deadline for energy
research proposals to be submitted to
tile NM Energy R&D Program. Five
copies of these proposals must be in
Mr. Kasner's office. 'rhose who have
submitted prior proposals should
consider submitting them again.
UNM Hang Gilders Club meets
today, 7 p.m., nn 231-D, SUB.
Members urged to come to discuss and
pass proposed bYlaws.
·
'

All people interested in organizing a
scuba club meet today, 6:30p.m,, Rm
154, J.G.

heads, cards, Selling Sportuan, $2770.
RN'S WORK part-time around your c11181!
3/6
268·3063,
schedule. Private duty or atafl relief,
HOMEMAKERS/UPJOHN 292-3460. An
MAGICIANS, CLOWNS,
JUGGLERS,
equal opportunity employer.
3/7
song, and dance acta wanted. VaudevlJJe Ia back I Call Michael Anthony, .
7) MISCELLANEOUS
266·7200.
3/6
FIG'URE MODELS AVAILABLE•. CaD
AUDITIONING SINGLES and duos tor
Stephanie 265-6664. New modelt also
nlghtelub. Must be talented and 21. CaJJ
welcome.
· 8/10
Lewie at 881·0919 between 4 and 5. 8/5
B) TRAVEL
NURSES. Part-time employment, prlva~
duty or staff relief. RN's, LPN'a, Aides.
LOOKING FOR FEHALE . lover/com•
Hours can be worked·,around your claM
JJanlon to take trip/adventure. See .JG,
Schedule, HONBMA.KtiiS UP3011N, 292·
407 Columbia.
8/6
3«50.
2/28
YOU
DELONG
In
San
Francleco
for
LPN'{:; WORK part-time around your
spring break, Round-trip group rate:
class schedule. ·Private! duty or stafr re$183.73 · (10 or more). Can Thunderlict, HOMEMAKERS/JOHN 292·3460.
bird Travel, 265-5961.
8/7
An equ.al. opportunity employer.
3/7

Covered

Wllrago.n

Makers of--Hand Mode Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

.

